BY LORRY
I was certain of my facts, but I did not disclose the secret
of my own itinerary.
"Haven't you heard," I enquired, "about the mortifying
experience of Lo Wen-kan himself?'*
Lo Wen-kan was one of the Nanking ministers. Following
an ill-advised order to make a landing at Urumchi, he had
only been able to get back to China by going round through
Siberia.
My fellow-traveller began to ask questions and I told him
we were going to visit the famous lamasery at Kumbum. But
suddenly a terrifying idea crossed my mind—unjustified, as
it proved, in the event. Perhaps he had been sent to spy on
us? The other passengers were all plain people. He alone
travelled in comfort. At the inns every evening, he produced
a camp bed and tins of food. We only had sleeping-bags,
which we unrolled on the k'ang. The k'ang is a raised plat-
form of hard earth which may be warmed from underneath.
It is the only "fixture" in Chinese houses.
We went on, slowly.
Beneath the pale-blue sky, a few green shoots were already
showing in the fields. Sometimes wooden coffins lay out in
the fields, as though abandoned to the elements. It is the
immemorial usage of China, where the peasant merely leaves
his dead laid on the ancestral ground. Here and there a
mud-spattered stele, or an alley of archaic animals in stone
which formerly marked the way to the tomb of some rich
person, seemed now to be waiting patiently for the misty
horizon to bear down on them.
The first night, our three lorries stopped not far out from
Sian, at a village which was muddy and black as pitch. After
swallowing some watery mess, for which we paid a few pence
at an eating-house on a corner, we slept between partly col*
lapsed mud walls. A lamp, consisting of a piece of cotton
floating in oil in a broken bowl, gave practically no light.

